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October 3, 1990

Elet rededication· marks 66th year .Unexplained
job loss still
a mystery
By Molly Sullivan
The Xavier Newswire

Elet Hall was rededicated at a special ceremony Friday..
The building; which was renovated last year, is now home to the
Education, Social Work and Pyschblogy department
The renovation of the building cost
approximately $2, 100,000 and included installation of an elevator, air
conditioning and two fully-equipped
computer laboratories. There were
improvements made to the plumbing,
lighting, windows, ventilation and·
the roof.
At the dedication, there were eight
speakers, including Michael J.
·
Conaton, iriterim president for
.
Xavier, and Joseph Viviano, member
of the Xavier Board of Trustees. Dr.
Neil Heighberger, Dean of.the
College ofSocial·Sciences, was
Master of Ceremonies.
The speakers conveyed the spirit
and personality of the building.
Viviano, a member of the class of
1959, reflected on his life in the Elet
Hall dormitory. He spoke of the
leniency of Elet Hall's discipline, and
said thatwas what encouraged him
to live there. ·
Dr. Joan Connell, vice president for
Academic Affafrs, joked "The discipline i.s still not what it is on the other

By E.S. Wadlington, Ill
The Xavier Newswire

ARA has made improvements in
the campus food service. But a
former cook is not contributing to this
success.
Willa Dunn was hired as a salad
person in 1974. During the 14 years
she has worked at Xavier, she has
worked for numerous food services.
When ARA food service took over,
the former employee thought everybody was still hired. "I was sent
Photo by Pierre Azucenas
three letters saying I was hired," said
Dunn.
·
Onlookers participate in Elet Hall rededication ceremony last Friday.
A meeting with the new food
. With t_he thr~e departments under" service.employees was held and ·.
side of campus." Connel called the
1
one roof, enthusiasm extends to more
"collegiate gothic" oiiilding a tribute.
according to Durin, anybody who did
that for many years was an embarass- than students. "There is pride in the
not receive a letter, was told to get up
programs and the building," said Dr.
ment. "What you see today is that
and leave.
Katherine Keough, chair of the
we value our traditions; we are not a
The director of ARA Food Service,
Education Department. "Elet is the
disposable society."
Ceo'.ge
Ze_ini, started having one-onplace where education can happen:"
Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, chair ot the
one mterv1ews with employee~.
"This is a sample of what is going
Social Work Department, said "If you
Dunn stated she did not have an
were to take the pulse of the building, on all over campus. The change
interview with Zeini.
touches every aspect: new chalit went from a coma to having high
On Thursday at 2p.m., she relenges, people ideas and Xavier
vitality a11d energy." Jenkins also
ceived a call from Zeini. According
noted the students have become more traditions," said Conaton. "Student
to Dunn, Zeini said we no longer
will look back on this era and remem- need your services. "I don't know
motivated and have greater enthusiber the "good ale days."
asm.
the reason I was fired," she said.
"There is nothing in writing that
says I was fired from Shamrock Food
Service lyears ago]," said Dunn. "I
was never absent, late or discistill
I
would
like
to
see
more
turnOfficers
are
Joel
Oyer,
president,
and
By Rich Klus
plined," said Dunn. Dunn calls
out."
Kristi
Simi,
vice
president.
The
three
The Xavier Newswire
herself the model worker.
Lind felt some of the reason for the
new senators are Andrew Kill,
Forty-five years old, Dunn wants
"low
voter
turnout
was
lack
of
enthuMargaret
Zurkuhlen
and
Joe
Booth.
With 219 votes cast, the 1990-'91
her job, time and money back. She
siasm.
"I
didn't
like
the
lack
of
Freshman Class Officers and senators
Sam Lind, Fall Elections Chairperhas lost her vacation, seniority, and
were elected.
sonsaid "The turnout was consistent enthusiasm university-wide, espeemployment. "I am too old to start
cially
among
upperclassmen."
Lind
The elected Freshman Class
with other freshman elections, but
over again,''. said Dunn.
.
als~ thought the Student Government
Dunn says she contacted Sylvia
Association should take a more active .
Bessaga~o, vice president of Student
role in fall elections. "Student
Development. Bessegato was supGovernment people should be
posed to check into the matter and
looking at the freshman class for a
call her back. But, Dunn said Bessecontingency to cultivate."
gato did not return the call.
"I'm in it for the students," said
Bessegato said, "I know the lady
newly elected Senator Zurkuhlen.
Perspectives .... pagesS-7
you are talking about. It is not a
"I'd like to make people more aware
university decision, so 1 cannot say
of the senate, and get them inSports ........ pages 8-10
anything
on it."
'
volved."
ARA is a new food service on
"I plan to make the Xavier commu·.Diversions ...pages 11-12
campus that interviewed and hired
nity not only a place to live but a
back all the food employees except
place to have fun." said freshman
Extensions .. pages 13-15
two. Zeini said, "Willa Dunn was
Senator Kill.
never hired."
Despite low voter turnout, Lind
.Calendar ........page 16
The three letters she talks about
thought the elections were positive.
were letters of invitation to a com"I thought the candidates conducted
themseves well, and everything went
--ContiJ:!.ued on Page 3
. very smootl,11y,." , . . , ·,

Low voter turnout elects student leaders

A look.back
at Family

Weekend
1990.
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Club Spotlight on Crew

Campus VIP

Rowing on the river Faith and the budget
By Shannon Fries

The Xavier Newswire

By Deena Calabre~e

· Most students at Xavier
start their day, at the earliest,
with an 8:30a.m. class, and
think it's torture. Yet, while
others are sleeping, a small
group of students find
themselves gliding down the
Ohio River at6:00a.m. This
group of about 30 men and
women, the Xavier crew
team, practices in the water
six days a week from 6 to
8a.m., and practice on land
on Tuesday and Friday
nights.
. The crew team, a club
sport funded by the Student
Government Association, is
one of the most challenging
sports at Xavier because it is
so time consuming, physi-

The Xavier Newswire
Dr. Robert M. Bowman,
president of the lnsti tu te for
Space and Security Studies
will discuss "Star Wars and··
the Federal Budget" on·" : ~
October 3, at Xavier Univer- ·
sity.
Bowman is-a retired U.S.
Air Force lieutenant colonel
and he holds a PhD in
aeronautics and nuclear
engineering from California
Technical Institute. He is
active in national and international societies.
Fr. BenjaminUrmston, S.J.,
Director of Programs in
Peace and Justice, said, "Dr.
Robert Bowman is not just

going to talk about Star Wars.
He is going to look at defense
in a holistic way."
Bowman will speak on
"The Federal Budget: A Faith
Perspective" at 1.1 :3Q a.m.
and "Star Wars Update" at
12:30 p.m., in the Terrace
Room of the University
Center: · ' - '·
"The immediate reason for
Dr. Bowman's discussion at
Xavier are the changes within
the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe," said Urmston. "He
[Bowman] will also look at
our own internal defense
needs."
Admission is $3 per
person or free with a Xavie~
ID. Bowman's appearance 1s
sponsored by Xavier
University's Programs in
Peace and Justice.

t/ The Senate voiced strong
opposition regarding th'e
decision to renovate Schott
Hall into faculty /administrative offices.
t/ New senators will be
Andrew Kill; Margaret
Zurkuhlen and Joe Booth.
t/ Freshman Class Officers
are Joel Oyler-president,
Kristi Simi-vice president.
Congratulations to all who
were elected.
t/ SAC selections have
been ·re-opened. There is
one position yet to be filled.
Applications are due October 4 and interviews will be
Friday.

t/ Commuter Awareness
DayisthelastWednesday
of every month. . ·
t/ Fenwick Open--Sunday,
October 7th at Hickory
WOods Golf Course.
t/ 1991-1992 SGA budget . ·
preparations are underway.
t/ Rugby allocation post-

poned due to pending
investigations by university
officials.
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The College Consortium for International
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleges
and Univorsities. About 1400 students participated in CCIS programs in 1989-1990.

STUDY IN IRELAND
Spring 1991

St. Patrick's College
Maynooth, Ireland

Un Ive rs lty o·t LI me rl ck
Limerick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

SPOl'JSORING COLLEGES
Keene State College, NH
Mohegan Community College

Prof. William Spofford .
University of Wisconsin - Platteville
308 Warner Hall
Platteville, WI 53881 £•
(608) 342-1726

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexfco,
Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.

I!

JOIN STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND APPLE
COMPUTERS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5 Al
3:00 P.M. IN TH.E O'CONNOR SPORTS
CENTER PARKING LOT FOR SNACKS,
DRINKS, TWO BIG SCREEN
.
TE'LEVISIONS AND A RED-HOT
BASEBALL CROWD.
BE SURE AND STOP BY THE APPLE
BOOTH AND REGISTER FOR A
CHANCE TO WIN A PERSONAL LASER
PRINTER.
l

GO REDS! GO REDS! GO REDS!
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Commuter
Council·
·Minute·s

--Continued from Page 1
. pany meeting and to fill out
applications. Zeini stated
that they had a one-on-one
interview. In this interview
Zeini says, "Dunn talked
about eneinies she had at
work."
Zeini said Duhn could not
carry·her load. With this
information,Zeini decided
not to hire her.
Zeini stressed she was not

fired, and he would not hire
her. The ARA Food Service
does have a right to reserve
that decision, said Zeini.
To be a employee for Zeini
one has to be a "STAR," said
Zeini. "Sis for situation, Tis
for task, A is for action, and R
is for result," said Zeini.
Zeini continued, "One has
to be happy about their job
and care. If the attitude is not
.there, Y()U are not a star .. You

The first meeting of the
Commuter Council took
place on Friday, September
21, 1990. Following is a
report of the Commuter ·
Council officers:
President-Wendy Ann
Damon: Damon welcomed
all members of the Commuter
Council to the first meeting of
the year. She announced that
all of the core members had
been working hard throughout the summer, and stated
that they have many plans for
the Council this year. She
extended an invitation for
anyone to sign up for the
several committees within the
Council.
Vice President-Rich Klus:
Klus announced thatthe
Council has secured a perma~
nent place in theXavier
Newswire every other week.
The Council will publish
articles alternately with the.
Office of Commuter Services;
Ourcolumnwill be called the
,;Commuter.Council Comer.~'
Secretaryfl'reasurer-J ames
Schrichten: Schrichten typed
the minutes for the September 7 meeting, and they were
ratified. The budget for the
1990-1991 year has been
.
approved .. ·.
· Publisher-AmyDorr:
Dorr is compiling a "Top Ten
Things to Do While Sitting in
Traffic" list. She asked all
· members of the Council to
see her if they have any
contributions.
Publicist-Shawna Bums:
Burns presented the Commuter Council logo for
comments and critiques. She
asked all interested members
of the Council to join her
committee.
Surveyor/RecruiterColleen Carroll: Carroll
announced her plans to
conduct three major surveys
this year.
·
Social Programmer-Scott
Colglazier: Colglazier is
planning a Community
Service Event, perhaps cosponsored with a~other club
or organization.
The next Commuter
Council meeting will take
place at 1:30 p.rn. on Friday,
October 5 in the Commuter
Lounge. Minutes will be
posted on the Commuter .
Council side of the bulletin
board in the Commuter
Lounge.
.
.
. . .·.
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cannot work for me."
Dorothy Humdy; a food
service worker for twentyseven years said, "Willa was
one of the best cooks up
there. No, Zeini was not fair
with Willa Dunn."
.
Marsha Canada, food
service cook, has \\'.Orked at
Xavier for nineteen years. "I
do not think it was fair about
Willa. We assumed we had
the job when we received the
letter at home," said Canada ..
-----

-
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I'd ne\'er ha\'e believed that one little computer could n1ake
such an incredible difference in my acaden1ic and \Vorking life.

l .•.f.,. 1."•. ",_-.,_. 1.' f • 1' f • .• •I•.-

f.· I .. p •

I:
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Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

"I became a Macintosh convert in business school.
' At our computer lab I'd always find lines of people
waiting to use the Macintosh computers, while other computers just sat there. Sor had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,
or come back at 6 A.,\I. to grab one before they'd all be taken. ·
_''After business school, I took a job at a large bank and
used my Macintosh for producing evel}'lhing from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter.
. .
... . ·...
..
"Today I use Macintosh to help me run my own
management con~tilting firm.When I give a pres. entation, I can see in people's faces that
they're really impressed. And that makes
me feel great.
.
"Sometimes I take Friday off, put
my Macintosh and skis in the car, and
head for the mountains. I ski days
and work nights. It's perfect.
"You know, I can't say where I'll
be in five, ten, or fifteen years, but I
can say that my Macintosh will be
there with me'.'
c •. ,

.

.: ; ~:..:--. - .

REGISTER TO WIN A PERSONAL
LASER PRINTER AT THE APPLE
DAY ON THE MALL TUESDAY,
OCTOBER9. SEE MACINTOSH
DEMONSTRATIONS AND GET
THE LATEST ON GREAT
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

••

\X~1y do people

·

love Macintosh'?
Ask them.

·-
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Included in Saturday evening's festivities was part of a 30-man
Barbershop Chorus which entertained patrons during dinner and
Casino Night. Here, several members of the chorus sing in the
Musketeer Inn, also known as the "Casino." The chorus added to
the riverboat atmosphere with their singing of old riverboat favorites
such as "Carry me Back to 01' Virginny," and "Danny Boy." A
banjo player helped complete the evening's mood.
' .

Photo by Pierre Azucenas

Sophomore Katie Wessels was all smiles during Casino Night.
Casino Night always has been one of the most popular events
during Family Weekend. Almost 700 people attended Family
Weekend 1990, which was almost double that of previous years.
Among the highlights of the weekend were the Reds Game on
Friday, and Casino Night and the Big Band Dance on Saturday.
All events were well attended.

Bur . e ,
Mame1ngh

·,

Researc ·

DO YOU SPEAK SPANISH?
If you can answer "si" to this question, BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH has exciting

part-time opportunities for you in our Walnut Hills Telephone Center. As one of the
nation's leading market research firms, Burke contacts consumers all over the country to
determine their interest, awareness and usage of various products and services available ·
in today's marketplace.

Photo by Pierre Azucenas

.CONTEST!
Xavier 'University Libraries
is sponsoring a contest· to
name tire new fibra,.Y
automation system.
.91.(( entries must 6e

received
by :Moiufay, Oct. 15

'Entry f onns avaifabk at
:Mc'lJonaM Library

Winner will receive
$50

In order to insure the completeness of our research, Burke conducts many studies with
Amereica's Spanish population. We are currently seeking individuals for our evening and
weekend shifts. Evenings: 6:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., 11:30 p.m./12:30 a.m. for 3, 4 or 5
nights during the week. Weekends: 10:00 a.m.'to 4:00 p.m.
If you can speak Spanish fluently, have two years of upper level college Spanish, or

studied Spanish abroad, Burke Marketing Research would like to hear from you;

We offer:

Missile officer? Navigator?
Pilot? There are many ways to
begiri a career that soars.
But you shoulj:f begin, now. Air Force

•$6.00 per hour
•Paid Training (8 DAYS)
•Pleasant, professional work environment
•Tuition reimbursement for relevant college courses
•NO SELLING INVOLVED
CAPT CONNIE PILLICH .
If you arc interested plese apply at our Walnut Hills location, 2621 Victory Parkway,

556-2237

559-7500; Monday through Friday from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
or send your resume to the above address.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Leadership Excellence· st.arts Here
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

~

You Can Be An
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
With HUMANA

ft/W

WE OFFER:
TRAINING
One full year of intensive education and professional
development will make you expert in this chosen profession.

TECHNOLOGY
You will become familiar with Humana's state-of-theart IBM 30XX equipment and the latest in application
technology.

BENEFITS

yery competitive salaries, and a benefit package that
includes life, health, and dental insurance, tuition
c:ost, a company savings plan, and many other attractive perks.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
Because HUMANA is such a large and expanding
company, your position of responsibility in the corporate Systems Department gives you an unusual
opportunity for career advancement.

YOU NEED:
• BS Degree in Computer Science or Information
Systems
• GPA of 2.9 or above

TO APPLY:
Contact your placement office to arrange an interview
on October 10, 1990.

THE XAVIER
UNIVERSITY
.SINGERS
We're looking for a
}\ few good men! If
you like to sing,
dance and meet
new people,
••••
COME JOIN THE
XAVIER
SINGERS! The
Singers are Xavier
University's show
choir
extraordinaire !
For more
information call
745-1083 and come
join the fun!!

~umana
Equal Opport~~~ty ~mplpye~
Computer Science
Vanderbilt University

Saint Louis University's
Academic Year In Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English,
Spanish, Liberal Arts, Business &
Admlnlslratlon, TESOL, Sciences,
Hispanic Studies
SLU In Madrid Is a member of AA/EOE

Saint Louis University In Madrid
Bravo Murillo, 38
Edlflclo Gonzaga, Pienta Baja
Madrld28015 Spain
Tel: 593~3783

Contact:
Saint Louis University
Study Abroad Coordinator
Admissions Ottlce
221 North Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
Toll-free tel: 1-800-325-6666

. :. ,_· :.

. .!::: / ·

Ordduale Courses ottered during
Summer Session

Apply NOW for Spring, Summer n~d Fall
More than 1,000 students In the Program.

"Macintosh practically eliminates the need to keep manual~
next to my computer, hecause-regardles~of whi~h program
I'm using-I can upen,close,sal'e, and pnnl files 1n exactly
·. the same wa\C And you can't say that about any other
'' . :..... )<'<) ,,;;:·.. ·.
comp~uer.
!~tf):,:
"lbclay lots of other computers :.tre anempl ·
.f.:: j . -''!-,;:}" ~.;; . j f. . - , ing to look and work like aMac1J11osl.1,
'•~
!·,;::
. ".'[~~
""
••
·11·1'
; /' I,.
but it's just not poss1
i e. I iey re too
~~, t. ~ '
.
•
•
.
(!Jt ~(!·:;, :·
fundamernallyd1fferent to begin \\1th.
'. !;;:j~
'lhis m;1y sound a linle str;1nge,
·'~·· ·" ... ,,. "
: (. :<~'!~}..
.J .":' :.... ·· but comparing a,\'1;1Cil}l0Sh tO
.· .. .. . ' · ~J~~Y.
.-:'"C:<,:>' ~,..... other computers is like com·
:\~ i{0 :;:;'~#.l;:(;Ii -.;r.:-.;;;·;'r;;;'.,~:•:-;<':\.. paring apples t;J ;iranges.
:."·. A~i:<r> ,;::., .. ,. · · \ )bu can squ;t~h the orange
v)~;~.;L
.<:\•
. . . .-J into shape and paint it
'"".
, ·;i~~;-;·.::'°'""'''' ·· .... : ~··;-J;:i)~P 10 look like an apple, but
!{~ .·-~)-:·: -·".:·'~::
::;'J;;;.'·" .·
underneath the makeup, it's
·,. "f':" ~; ..
still an orange.
W;:~~"It's funny-I work at the
· ..- •
Vanderbilt computer store and
l'\'e seen lots Of people S\\itch
from other computers to
Macintosh, but l'l'e nel'er seen
,. • t.~~Y/f~~~._-r.;
anybody with aMacintosh switch
1 ~;;/:;1,f ~./ft:¥i
·~' :/f?1_:U".f
... l, \• •'!;
to another computer."

_..:. ·......_ ~· ·
,
-.,.;,1_, .f
-~ . -~··. . · .· .: ./~." .

I.,'•.:

Ai'~:,>

i.

..

J": . .

·

·

Broadcast News
Opportunities
55 WKRC-AM is offering a unique chance
for students to gain valuable "real-life"
experience in broadcast journalism.
Applications for positions are being
accepted for both fall and spring openings.
For more information, contact. Terry
Donald, 1906 Highland Ave., Cincinnati
Ohio 45219. 421-1068

. \.:,';;_::<(. >«_.
.

..

~

'·
·--··-·~--··--··----

. ' ',

.

. ----.... -.....

LOOK FOR THE APPLE
BOOTH AT THE REDS
PLAYOFF BASH
FRIDAY, OCT. 5

••

o 1990 Af?p!e COmpuler. Inc. A!?,2!!._ lhe Aoofe loao. and Macintosh a'!..!.eqistered trademark~ nt il'nolft Comnuter. Inc.
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ROTC is a Xavier
tradition
The Army Reserve Officer Training Corps here at Xavier
University is a program that is rich with history and tradition. Xavier's affiliation with the military dates back to the
turn of the century but notuntil 1936 were the seeds for
todays program planted. At that time the nation was
preparing for war and an Army Air Force detachment was
created. Since then the program has seen many changes but
still manages to keep one thing constant: an everlasting
commitment to excellence. This excellence can be seen in the
many activities cadets and commissioned grads are11\volved in,· like curricular and co-curricular activities and
leadership and service to our country.
Xavier's cadets not only excel in the classroom with a combined average GPA of 3.00 but also outside of classes with
involvement in a number activities like the Pershing Rifles,
Commissioning Ceremony, the Military Ball and other endeavors that support Xavier activities ranging from the
Alumni SK race to the fundraising telethon.
Xavier ROTC program, now under the leadership of Lt.
Colonel Albert Braurer II, has also maintained a high level of
excellence in leadership and service to our country. Two of
Xavier's:ROTC grads have returned to command thepr<>:gram: Colonel Richard L.Dooley (Ret.) and more recent~y,.
Colonel Adrian Scheiss (Ret.):· The highest ranking graduate
of the program is Lt. General Gus Cicenciolo whose formal
job title is Deputy Commander, Army Material Command.
The program also has three recent graduates now proudly
serving in Saudi Arabia.
.
The Army ROTC detachment here at Xavier is valuable but
unfortunately is often overlooked as an asset to the university. The program's outstanding tradition and commitment
to excellence needs to recognized and applauded. With
outfits like the ROTC programs offer and others like it across
the country, we can rest assured that this nation's armed
forces will be in capable hands well into the future.

The Xavier Newswire
Editor in chief- Jennifer Stark
· Managing editor- Rich Klus
Office Manager~ D.C. Wolff
Adviser- Rosalind C. Florez, esq.
.
NEWS
Kathy Oshel, editor
Deena Calabrese,.asst. editor
EXTENSIONS
Ealer Wadlington, III, editor
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Michael DeAloia, editor
Brad Beeber, asst. editor
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vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory Parkway,
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· The statements and opinions of Tht Xnr NftllRl/ire ·are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or adminlstntion of Xavier. Statements and opinions of
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New policy sets unnecessary standard

Yawning policy is a

stupid and undeserved as the
new classroom policy set
forth by Dr. Bone that
The Xavier Newswire
prohibits and this is no April
Fool's joke, yawning.
Yes1 indeed, the serious
scourge
of yawning during
Body language gives
the early hours.of the day has -.
serious insight into the
been known to disrupt class,
physical and ·emotional state
·incite
panic on Wall Street
of any particular individuaL
. invite·a coup d'etat and it '
Humans, by nature, give ·
must be dealt with in a harsh
much importance to the
transmission and reception of manner; It's reassuring to
. know that Dr. Bone is
''body signals." And it can
starting a ''grass-roots".
properly and correctly be
movement to eradicate
said that body language is a
yawning: According to Dr.
type of speech, whose
_Bone; who has obviously
.freedom of use or abuse is.
given much thought and
contained within societal
effervescence
to this unusumores. An intelligent person
ally jejune topic, "Yawning is
can now deduce that an
body language which says:
infringement upori respected
L I am bored; 2. I am rude;
body language is rea~istically
3. I don't care what you:
prohibitingfreedom of
think of me; 4. I am riot
speech. And this is where
involved
inthis class." l
my concern rests, the protechonestly must say that I have
tion of our "freedom" to
speak in any form we choose. never thought of yawning to
be much more than a physioDuring the past few years
·.there has ~ri aconservative logical response to fatigue.
And while boredom does,
movement to limit speech in
occasionally, enter the
the printed form'; written
equatforione should ne.ver·
form,·photographed fonn,
take its as a pers<>nal attack,
etc. However, none of these
· moyements of restriction can .. which Dr. Bone obviously is
doing.
·
be considered as blatantly
.
,
By Michael C. DeAloia

bo~e

. I~ is ~ot the naive Y~wnmg is... statement that 1s
truly offen.sive, bu ta later
statement m her class memo
t~at states~ verbatim; "I am
tl~ed of bemg yawn~ at and
Will no longer tolerate such
rudenes~. Students who
yawn will b~ asked to leave
class and will be counted
absent." As a student, and as
an adult, I find it bewildering
that a college professor, a·
supposed champion of
higher education, would take
the time to issue such a
statement, and I.find it
extremely offensive that I am
being tre.ated as having a
"pre-schooler" mentality. If
my body is fatigued and
iristindively starts to yawn
then, obviously, I'll yawn.
My immediate care to . .
replenish oxygen to my body
is far more important than
Dr. Bone's trivial.phobia
about yawning. My embarrassment comes having to
write about such an idiotic
topic. My priorities are
usually reserved for more
important issues. I sit here
wondering about Dr. Bone~s.
priorities; they seem skewed
to me.
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Combatting today's "isms"

Setting the ground rllles

GermQn unification analyzed
.::·:::::::;:::::::·.

the Germans are not Nazis,
then of the status of Europe?
but they are potentially the
In four or five years, there
most powerful, and thus the may be no non-German
can-Estonian American .
. .. ::::: ·:·::.··· ...... ·.:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::· ·;.:.:·:·:::::::::: ::::::::::::::;:::::::
NATO troops stationed in
most dangerous, nation on
However, this is not the area
Earth. Though they are no
Europe. And they have even
in which semantics play a
::;:.: ..
:;:::;
.:·::
promised a cap of 370,000
longer Nazis, their shadow
role. Feminist issues tend to
still looms large, particularly troops by 1994 .. Undoubtdominate.
if you look at this event from edly,· failiire of economic
Before I begin, here is an
By William Cunion ·
a
French or Polish point of
reform would send severe
The Xavier Newswire
example feminists find fault
shock waves throughout all
view. almost since the day
with: th~ policeman appre"
he fell, Germany has been in of Europe. Or should I use
hended the criminal: No, the
As you probably know by
By Lance Weislak ·
a constant uphill. battle to
the term "Domino Effect?"
problem isn't that I forgot to
now, today could well be the
The Xavier Newswire
shed Hitler's legacy. This
The Soviet Union is only
most monumental peacetime
capitalize the T in the, but
goal is quite evident: in the
one of many unanswered
It is appropriate in this,
because I used sexist Ianevent in recent European
questions. Will the world's
my first column, to discuss
guage. This sentence is sexist .. history. If you've been asleep last treaty with the Allies,
signed September 12, Gergreatest economic power
to some because there are··
or stoned or something for
the terminology lshall use.
do this to avoid theinane
women police officers, and
the past two years, you might many prmnised to never try adhere to its promise not to
to claim lands forfeited to
own any nuclear weapons?
notbelieve it, but today, ..
criticism that befalls the best the sentence excluded them.
Poland after World War II.
Will the European Commuwriters. Before I begin, I
However, in accordance with
October 3, 1990, Germany is
This makes me laugh. As
nity be nothing more than a
once again a single nation.
freely admit that I am against Warriner's English Grammar
recently
as
March,
West
conglomeration
of German
affirmative action and ·
and Composition, the univerI get the feeling that most
satellites? And most imporGermany leader Helmut
sally accepted standard for
Americans think, "Oh, that's
minority quotas of any sort
Kohl was unwilling to
tantly, are the Germans really
English usage, I shall use the
a nice little symbolic geson the basis thatthey only
our allies?
unequivocally renounce all
masculine term when refer7
ture." It is instead the
foster racism itself: I.am hot
such claims in Poland. And
An old adage states that
a racist even though I believe ing topoth sexes. Example: . .immediate formation ofan
didn't Hitler promise not to
things aren't always as they
it is unjust to award jobs or . The bank~r.went to.the store, . economic superpower, one
which dominates both- the US touch Czechoslovakia? Have seem. Sure, one Germany
building contracts to a per~on . ·.and. he w.ent home. This is
things really changed since
sounds like the final step in
less qualified or capabl~ ~harl._:;, somp~etely;~.ccepta?Ie.;Th? :;· ·. , ·at1.~!t}1e USSR, and by many
the Cold War victory; but it
ajlaJys.tr(measure, is sup~rior 1945? How about since·
another. I do not harbor.any· ~ole e'fception to t~is.n~I~ls~if
March? These are vital
could.instead be· the first step
repressed a~ggn~ssio,n agai.'nst ,one, r~. !~r~. to
... a not.her. m.. du:.ect · "· eveq._tpJ~p!!n. AnsJ as.for;:
·in the loss of US power in ·
questions, and yet they·
women nor believe they are.:, _a.~~r~ss <?rt~ a sp,eech wh,kh: ·:: "Wh~t·cari ·ibhurt?" Perha.· s'
remained u·nanswered.
Europe. The allied nations
inferior to men. However,
·consists of both males and
·.
· a· also' critical to concertainly mean \Vell, but they
when a prominent feminist
females. Example: Ladies
"friendly ally" is the same
sider to extreme instability· .· ·are b~ing extremely impru- .
and Gentlemen. I realize this
nation which has twice
· wishes to use federal tax
thrbtighout'Europ·e and)he ·. 'dent, the Berlin Wall was still
dollars to build.a.giant steel.-.- !~.i~_direc:t.corytr(li;t tQ s.o.me ..,.
alr~~.9-YJ!~!~ ce~~tl1!Y ~e? t,~~ ·
happen 'ff· ·standir\g a year a.go todaY:J ;:
·VSSR:'Whaf
uterus which in her own'> . . members of the Xavier .· : . · · ·US into. wodd wars: ·
Gorbachev'seconomic
do think Germany should be
· For the sake of equity, I
words will be a liberating
. faculty who believe changing
fail?
An
imperialist
reunified, but it should have
reforms
mustadmit that the last
force for women everywhere, t~rms now can rectify injusStalin-type regime could
been a much slower process.
I will speak up:· Now:. a .
. hc~s 70yea~s ago. A~so 1 I
statement, while true, is
I hope I'm wrong.
return to power, and what
discussion of semantics. ·
believe forcmg change only
· ~omewhat ~nfafr. Granted,
First, the semantics of
creates more anger towards
miilority groups. Jesse
the w~men's moven:ient and
. Jackson says he wishes
he~ce.is contrary to its
himself to be referred to as an objective. From a more
African-American. Justice
common sense perspective, I
Thurgood Marshal wishes
believe it's not that big a deal.
degree and the knowledge
contours to every part of
himself to be referred to as
I urge people to start followthat accompanies it. Unfortuyour. body, a means of
.By Matt Aland er. .
Negro-American. Some...
ing th~se examples. Th~y
transportation (besides a bike nately, this is where some
The Xavier Newswire
prefer the term black, al~
save time, prevent conflict,
for many residents), a playful degree-seeking people screw
and allow people.to worry
though the term has fallen
pet, wallpaper instead of the
up: They try to do this, that
o~t of favor recently. Which
about more pressmg conAt first, the drastic
paint
on
and
the other thing all at
ominous
white.
one do )',OU use? We need to cerns.
changes that accompanied '
every
wall,
toilet
paper
that
Not a good idea. This
once.
develop a system. One could
our entrance into college . ·.
resembles'cotton more than
is the price that some of us
*
* ·*
*
easily develOp a system
slammed us over the head
.Briefly, I comment on the
pay for the freedom that we
sandpaper, privacy, and milk
based on the terms black and
like a sledgehammer .• Now
Iraq-Kuwait
war:
Already
that
doesn't
come
in
an
umpdidn't
hav_e at home. We are
white. But cl problem ari.ses in·
before a single bullet has _· · after a few weeks, the sledge- teen million gallon bag are
now beginning to realize this
that a person may be black
the incredible things that will
reality.
been fired, people are calling hammer has transformed
but is really of Jamaican·
itself into a small ball-peen
our
infrequent
trips
make
Of course (and unfortufor
a
withdrawal.
More
on
decent. Therefore, I might
hammer gently rapping on
home seem like a godsend.
nately), many of the freshthis in my next column.
err in calling him/her an
our skulls.· Much of the
There is one thing that I
man commuters are not
African-American and offend
initial shock has been ab>t·
we
have
left
represented
very well in this
can
think
of
that
*
*
*
him/her even more. Not that
sorbed because we have
but
don't
really
That's
OK, they'll
far
behind,
article.
Heard
on
the
street:
he/ she would mind me
adjusted to a new routine.
mind: the Jack of freedom
have their chance to gain
According to unidentified
calling· him'/hei' that; but a
But still, "Toto, I don't think
that we usually associate
entrance into this little
sources, there is a marijuana
system must apply to all
we're in Kansas anymore."
at
home.
This
with
living
column (whenever I feel like
and
the
price
has
"shortage,"
people that exist and be
great freedom(a.k.a. responThe collegiate changes are
letting them in). So please
consistent toward all people. gone up 50 percent.
is
an
incredibly
and enjoy. Rush has a
sibility)
what
make
college
distinct,
read
This
is
my
column,
and
I
Therefore, I will refer to
belittling
trauma
for
some,
just
an
extension
of
little
something to say with
and
not
think
you
now
have
a
pretty
pe(.>ple first by their country
but a wekomed challenge for
regards to the Xavier freshgood taste of my style. I wish . high school. These. changes
of origin followed by the
others. This freedom allows
men class in their song, "The
are summed up best by the
it to be a grab-bag of sorts in
tenn American. Example:
us
to
sleep
when
don't
know
what
we
should
cliche,
"You
Pass:"
"Proud swagger out
which
all
things
are
consid-·
Estonia=Estonians or Estoyou've got until it's gone."
study, watch T.V. when we
of the schoolyard, waiting for
ered. I invite you to keep me
nian-Americans. Now, if I
should be in class and drink
The laundry that seem.ed to
the world's applause, rebel
refer .to blacks in Estonia, the infonn of liberal or unjust
clean
itself,
the.custom-made
beer
when
we
shouldn't.
If·
without
a conscience, martyr
on
campus.
Write
activities
term would be African- .
at
any
time,
we
do
things
right,
we'll
palatable
food
without
a cause.' The quest
TheXavier
me
care
of
Estonian or Jamakan Estogoeson. ·
the comfortable chair that
walk out of here with a
Newswire.
nian or even possibly Jainai-

1:111:1111:1:i1:im:~i11:1::1111:1:

;:<:::··~-~::.:iii••iii•i:••••:•••••ii

--

we;SO,.Jril?ti'fil~~'.forget/but~this

is

will

Collegia.te changes hitting home
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Simultaneous win at Earlham

XaVier cross country makes history
Katie Pophal (10th, 21 :23).
"I'm happy the teams
The Xavier Newswire
did well. We worked
together to make Xavier
The 1990 Xavier men's and known as a cross-country
women's cross country teams team," said Richmond.
made their mark in Xavier
Although the Xavier
history this past weekend as men didn't have an indithey both placed first at the
vidual runner place in the
Earlham College Invitational. top 10, they competed as a
The teams had never previteam to defeat the others.
ously won both events at an
Top finishers were Matt
invitational.
Southwick (10th, 28:16),
The women finished
Matt Alander (13th, 28:34),
ahead of the seven other
John Yanessa (21st, 28:59),
competitors in their event,
Mitch Graham (22nd,
and the men bettered eleven 29:08) and Dan Rosenbaum
other teams.
(23rd, 29:10).
The Lady Musketeers
"We ran as a team, and
finished strong as four
that's essentially how we
runners placed in the top 10. beat the other team. Today
Laura Breitenstein finished
was the largest stride in
second at 20:33. Other top
our cross country history,"
finishers were Heather
said Yanessa.
Richmond (fifth, 20:59), Jill
Once again, team unity,
Burgess (eighth, 21:20) and
the emphasis this year;
By Lena Ina

played an important role in
the wins. "It was a whole
team effort, although we
probably wouldn't be here if
it wasn't for Exceed fa high
carbohydrate drink recommended over Gatorade™],
"said Sharon McCafferty.
"The best part was the smile
on Coach's [Bob RonckerJ
face."
Becoming the first teams
in Xavier history to win
simultaneously pleases no
one more than Roncker. "Up
to this point, this is probably
the best day in Xavier
history. It was a great
accomplishment," he said.
Although both teams have
improved tremendously from
last year (proved by these
wins), "we've got a long way
to go, but progress is happening," added Roncker.
.
· After this successful·meet,

Women's Results
1. Xavier

2. N. Kentucky
3. Earlham
4. Wittenberg
5. Georgetown(Ky.)
6. Centre
7. Asbury
8. Wilmington
the teams look forward to the
upcoming challenges. "It
was something we knew we
could do, we just had to
convince ourselves," said
Chris Westermeyer. "This
victory sets,the stage for our
next two races."

Men's Results
1. Xavier

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Wittenberg
Dayton
N. Kentucky
Earlham
Centre
Georgetown
Huntington
DePauw
Franklin
Wilmington
Asbury

The teams next travel Oct.
12 to Del~ware, Ohio, for the
All-O!t!o CoJlegiate. Meet:.

Club sets sail with. new members
By Jennifer Stark

The Xavier Newswire
If classes, work, relationships or life in general have
been taking the wind out of
your sails, help is just an hour
away. Xavier's sailing club is
hosting a "recruitment weekend" at Cowan Lake State Park
for returning, new or prospective members interested in
seeing what the club has to
offer.
"We have members from
past years come back to get
together at one time and learn
a few new rules of the lake,"
explained sailing club president Mandy Basel. "And for
people who don't know how
to sail or have never sailed
before, it lets them see the lake,
boats and other members, and
we started to teach them how
to sail. We also get to see who
has talent and potential for the
team."
To round out the weekend,
students can play volleyball~
throw frisbees, cook out on the
grills, and spend the night in
the Cowan Lake facilities. "It's

more of a social weekend,"
she said, "It gives everyone a
chance to get to know our
lake."
Currently, the sailing club
has 8 boats: a Thistle (three
sails) holds 6-8 people, a
Tasar (two sails, holds 4-5
people), four Lasars (one sail,
holds 1-2 people) and two
Flying Juniors (FJs). The
team races with the FJs as a
member of the Midwest
Collegiate Sailing Association. In addition, the team
has two Sailboards. The
regattas scheduled for the fall
season are Oct. 13, sponsored
by Ohio State University,
Columbus; "The Halloween
regatta," Oct. 27, sponsored
by UC and held at Cowan
Lake; and Nov. 10, the Area
Bs Tournament at Ohio
Wesleyan, Columbus. "The
team looks really good. We
have a lot of young freshmen
and sophomores,"
commented Basel.
Although the sailing club
has records as far back as
1962, she said the team now
is the "biggest it's ever been,"
and estimated total club ·
membership at 40. Dr. Sandy

Eustis, director of Xavier's
Entrepreneurial Center, is the
club's adviser (voted "adviser of the year" last year), ·
and Rick Amato, a member at
Cowan L1.ke who is a Thistle
racer and downhill ski
instructor, coaches the team.
After describing the sailing
club's dock, boats and
facilities at Cowan Lake,
Basel e~plained that Xavier
"provides so much for
us ... and at the same time, .
we're giving the university a
good name. The more we
work the better we do at the
regattas."
She hopes all interested
students make the trip up to·
the lake this weekend to see a
little of what sailing is all
about. The sailing club "is a
bit of an unknown - we
don't get as much hype as
(some of the other clubs),"
she admitted. "But we have a
lot to offer and·we're a really
relaxed club... it's a lot of
fun."
For more information
about the recruitment
weekend, call Basel at 7454925, or Maggie Walsh, at
351-8517.
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Xavier lntrart:Jurals update

Co-rec team overcome with 'Penguin Lust'·
The team is comprised
mostly of sophomores and
The Xavier Newswire
seniors, with a few juniors
involved.
Some penguins have
Co-recreational softball
migrated south for Xavier's
rules aren't solely devised to
fall intramural season.
man positions with the best
Penguin Lust participates in
players available. Each
XUIM's co-recreational
female must be bordered
softball league.
with a male on each side, and
The funny name is more
vice-versa. A male must
than just that. "I came up
precede each female in the
with it from the comic strip
batting order. If a male is
'Bloom County,"' said senior walked, the female immediplayer-coach John Belle.·
ately following him is also
"Penguin Lust is a recurring walked. Control problems
theme in the strip, and our
can kill a pitcher and his
team mascot is even Opus."
team.
This is the first semester
This team is not without
that Penguin Lust has
its quirks. They take great
featured a lineup of both
pride in the fact that they
·men and women. While the
were O-for-the-80's. When
competition is fun, participa.:: they finally did get that
tion is the key.
-elusive victory, it was in floor
"You don't have to be
hockey. The team did some
goOd the play for us, ifs just heavy celebrating an_d shared
a great way to meet people," their jubilation with the ·
said Belle; flEveryon~ on the intramural department,
team knows each other. Ifs
which was thoroughly
basically good friends and
unimpressed. The team
good·tin\es·."·
·.; ·...
.reveled in the knowledge
It definitely must be for
that the win wasn't even due
furi. PlayersJim Crocker, to a forfeit. · :. · ·
·
Shaun Tray, Marty Grogan
Does all this losing cause
and Belle have endured four Penguin Lu.st to lose sleep?
softball seasons and three
No. "If we were worried
tloor hockey seasons amass- about scoring runs, we'd all
ing only one victory.
· have gray hair," ended Belle.

By Todd Meyer

photo by Pierre Azucenas

Xavier students partake in the co-rec softball league game
at Cohen Field.

MONDAY SOCCER

WEDNESDAY SOFTBALL
photo by Pierre Azucenas

Indy Madpols
Suicidal Skanics
Dry Heaves
Bill's Team
The Bu ttrnen
Tattoos
Wiedeman's

POWER VOLLEYBALL
Can Do Crew
Dig Deeper
Still Lookin
Sand Diggers

3-0
3-0
0-3
0-3

lnternat'I Connection
XRs
lnterMilan 11
Ball Busters
AC Milan
A Soccer Team
Tattoos
Hank Lives

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

UR Smegma

Bill's Team
Celrnic Sia
Athletic Supporters
6th Floor Spikers

XR d. A Soccer.Team 2~0. ·'
lnternat'l Connection d.
Tattoos 6-0
.
Inter Milan 11 d. Hank Lives
2-1
Ball Busters tied AC Milan

J.0.E.
1-0
Fightin' Amish
1-0
Food Source
1-0
Big Ed MachinP
0-1
Jerry's Kids
0-1
Country Joe & the Fish 0-1

3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3

'1-1

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

.. Sunday

SEPT. 24

SEPT. 25

SEPT. 26

SEPT. 27.

SEPT. 28

SEPT. 29

SEPT. 30

3915 Montgomery Road

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1TOPPING 5 5.95
CALL US ABOUT WACKY WEEK OFFERS

396°7400

ff:OO a.m.·2:00 a.m. Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

OCT.1

OCT. 2

OCT. 3

OCT. 4

OCT. 5

OCT. 6

OCT. 7.

TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA
OCT. 8

OCT.15

Xavier University "No·coupon" Specials!
Tuesdlly

wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

AUG. 27

AUG. 28

AUG. 29

AUG. 30

AUG. 31

SEPT. 1

SEPT. 2

SEPT. 3

SEPT. 10

SEPT. 6

SEPT. 7

SEPT. 8

SEPT. 9

SEPT. 11

SEPT. 12.

SEPT. 13

SEPT. 14

SEPT. 15

SEPT. 16

OCT. 12

OCT. 13

OCT. 14

OCT. 16

OCT.17.

OCT. 18

OCT. 19

OCT. 20

OCT. 21

OCT. 22

OCT. 23

OCT. 24

OCT. 25

OCT. 26

OCT. 27.

OCT. 28

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5,95
OCT. 29

NOV. 5

OCT. 30

OCT. 31

NOV.1

NOV. 2

NOV. 3

NOV. 4

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 NOV. 7

NOV. 8

NOV. 9.

NOV. 10

NOV. 11

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95--

SEPT. 17

C1990

SEPT. 5

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -

-

-

SEPT. 4

OCT. 11

TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95·-

-

OCT. 10

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5,95

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:·
Mondey

OCT. 9

SEPT. 18

'SEPT. 19

S_EPT. 20

SEPT. 21

SEPT. 22

SEPT. 23

11m.•1.5014" CHEESE PIZZA 1 TOPPllG-2 LmR BOTTLE OF COKE Doml~'s Pizza, Inc. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area to ensure driver safety.

·
•

0-1~0

Results

FRIDAY SOFTBALL
CO-REC. VOLLEYBALL

1-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0
0-0-1
0-0-1
0-1-0
0-1-0

12" Cheese pizza with one ·
.topping, $4.99 (Valid 11 a.m.·
4 p.m. Only)
·
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Attention Reds fClns: put On :your rany hats
By Todd Meyer

..

The Xavier Newswire

What does a team have to
do to please Cincinnati?
The Reds have clinched
the National League's first
season- long first place stay
in the divisional standings.

For the: first time since 19.79,-~ : blue seats. I was appalled by ·: ~n~'fightoff_any challenge .
after an eleven-year d_ry spell,·' tl)e announced a~~endanc~,.of. .;. from other teams in the.• · ·
the Reds are champion·s of
32,407 ..I was downright · ·:,_ · division. .
"
.
the National League's
angry when) r~ad in.·~ , : : ,
.. Lou Piniella does not lack
Western Division. They have .. Monday's.En_quirer,'. tttat so.01e .··.confidence in ht's.. team!s
home field 'advanta'g.
e . .... .:-··
'.~fan" asked WEBN's Wila-: .
.
. ..
•
·c· . : ,
·:·• .:t;: ·, .. ability':· '.'My argtimeri~for" '
.. throughout the playoffs. ·.. -Man yYalker, tqcurbht~-" .·•
.. ··that is ·:when·we've'had to' be·
This city is starved for a .·
cheerm~< .Frankly' fa)l ·
., tested?we've 'ariswerea/' he ·
winner, but wheri gi veri the
App,rectatio~ pay lac~ed the..:·(~iisaid .. "Who.knows:how: · ·
chance to taste the team's
fans. appreciation.
.. . . in.a11y games _this.dub would
victory, it went on a diet. ..
.· D1ci anyone really expect
··have won-if it had been a
the Reds to win their pro:..
.. closer race."
·
I attended Sunday's 3-0
jected 110 games after a .. ··
··
loss to the San Diego Padres:
torrid 33-12 start? Not even
This is a hungry tearit.
From my top-six (red seats,
the 'Big Red Machine' did ·
Pitching wins short series,
way up there!) vantage point, that .. What theydid.dois lay ·and the Reds' starting ..·
I was shocked to see empty
claim to the Div:isional.title: . · · ·pitching has come around in

.· the last two weeks~ r,>an11y ·
. Jackson and Tom Browning
· have regained thefr form, and
Jose Rijo has been unbeatable. With Norm Charlton
·rejoining the a_ireadypotent"
"Nasty Boys," the Reds'
bullpen could throttle the
Pirates..
Now is the time to celebrate the playoffs. Cincinnati
fans should make the most of
their team's home field ad~
vantage. We know Bengals'
fans know. how to "Rumble
i11 the Jungle." Let's help the
Reds "Rock the Riverfront."

·-,A• brief.look at Xavier sport:s

•usk te .&ttt utes
•' . -; ' •

' .

' '

•; • '

,.,.

~,H.

. ·.,.

-

-,•' . ,;

I.'-

'4.:.

t''

. Compiled ".b.y Lena ,Ina : , "....'.
. The Xavier;Newswire; .. ... ,:-'.>.
WOMEN'S SOCCER;;.The ·
xaviei\vomeri;s'soccer-teami>-:
remains undefeated after. ·~ .
winning tough matches· :
against 16th-ranked Cincinnati and St. Joseph.
The 2-1 victory over the
Lady Bearcats has been the
climax of the season so far.
· In that gaine; the Lady
Musketeers used a strong
defense in holding UC to 11
shots on goal. Sophomore
goalkeeper Kelcey Ervick
made four saves.

MARKS THE SPOT

: '

.'

. • '

'···

.,:

UC's lone goal came right
before the half, as a Bearcat
striker scored on a penalty

' •~

l..' I •

. .' •

'

; ... .J ·_), : ; • '~ .~ :., ':. '." : ; ,.,; • ·.
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Siewert~·E;~·l~k:'a-~d,Senior
Kathy Mahon combined for.
thi:ee saves to pre~rveJl)e, .-•
shutout.· .. " :'.,.- . ' : . '

'

•

·. ;:f:

,·. :·'

gre~tly ~:s.the s~~soll has· · ·

··
progres~_d; ·~vi<l:e,nt py_its ...
wins, and remain confident •
tn~titcahfiniSh the;~e~sor{·'_

"Th_u'sJar~ w~'.Y~.,~¢ye'cf~n·., on top'. ..
on the UC game; QUflthinI<F• ·
~'.We haye·:toi.tghimatch'es' \•
the win agairist St: Joseph
coming tip; espeeially against
was astep in the light ·· '
Evansville." corruriented ·
. direction," commented ·
Dµffy. •"We're aimirig to beat
Schuerman. ··· · ·
Butler and Marquette at
·
[MCCJ Championships at _the
Up next for the Lady
end of the month,[Oct 27-281
Muskies are a horrie match·• .
at Notre Dame."
. . . .
against"Dayton, 6 p.m., . ·
Coming up for.the Lady
Wednesday in a do.uble: ·
header with the men's soccer · Muskies this week is a home.
matc}l against Transylvania, .
team, and an-away game at
3 p.rri; Thursday at home,
Vanderbilt, 11 a.m., Sunday.
·and away games at More"If we get past Dayton, we head St., 12 p.m:Saturday,
should be set/' said Schuerand Sinclair; 3 p.m. Monday.
man.
' .

~

-

. MEN'S SOCCER-The
·Musketeer soccer team
WOMEN'S TENNIS-The , ~·notched al\other victory as it
· • On offense; Xavier made· · ·
.
Xavier
women's tennis team - ' · ,defeated. the University of .
eight"shots on goal. Junior
has also continued its winDetroit;A-1, over the weekstriker Marla Schuerman ·
·ning ways.
end.
· scored both goalsin the .
.
.
.
second half to help the
, Trayeli°-g to Chicago, the.
Scoring for Xavier were
ZACHARY RICHARD •TONIGHT! MICHAEL HEDGES • Oct 27 .... ·Muskies
pull off the upset.
team first took on theUniver-. junior striker Tom Holton,
LEO KOTTKE • This Friday! . THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS • Oct 20 ·. The assists were credited. to
sity of Illinois-Chicago, ·· ·
(twice),, sophomore defender
shutting them out,9-0.
YELLOWMAN
SOMETHING HAPPENS •Oct 25. freshman striker Ann De·Brad Sullivan and junior '
lorenzo arid junior striker
striker Jeff Jordahl. The,, ...
& SOPHIA GEORGE • Oct s
SOCIAL DISTROTION • Oct 29 Julie Egnew.
Later that day, the team
Muskie defense played tight
won
all
i1ine
of
their
matches·
9
MC gQQFT JESU~ • Oct
BOB MOULD BAND • Nov 3
defensively,
holding the
"It's a great feeling .. We
against the University of
Titans to one goal. ·
MASTERS OF REALITY• Oct 10 JOHNNY CLEGG & SAVUKA •Nov 4 just have to take one game at Chkago.·
·
a time and stay focused,"
ULTRA VIVID SCENE• Oct 14
MOJO NIXO.
Next up'for Xavier, 2-9; are
The next day proved to be
said Schuerman.
URBAN DANCE SQUAD • Oct 16 & THE DEAD MILKMEN •Nov 5
home.matches against
·
tougher.for Xavier, as it
Dayton,
Wednes~ay,
and
St.
THE SPIRTLES
SKINNY PUPPY • Nov 6
· The 3-0 win over St.
defeated DePaul,6-3.
·Louis,
Friday.
Both
games·
·
Joseph
ext.ended
the
Lady
& THE MYSTIC GROOVIES •Oct 19 LOS LOBOS• Nov 17
"DePaul is a really strong
are 8.p.m. at
Corocoran. Field.
Muski~s' ~treak to eight
,,
· team, bu tour peop_Ie·got ·. ·
ROBYN HITCHCOCK• Oct 20 WYNTON MARSALIS'• Nov 18 . games: Scoring for Xavier.
·Students are reminded to .
good wins," said freshman
IGGY POP • Oct 24
was freshman midfielder
WRATHCHILD AMERICA •Nov 23
bring their student identificaColleen
Duffy.
·
·
Sally Berding (twice) and
tion cards to each game in
Tickets: TICKEmON, BOGART'S I b. Phone: 1-800-225-7337 •Open to all ages
soph()more midfielder Sandy
The team has improved
order to enter free of charge.
Celebratlng 15 Years as Showcase of the Midwest• 2621 Vlne'St, University VIiiage
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MidclleMcuch ing to a progressive beat
11

By Ben Stieger

The Xavier Newswire
Echoes of progressive
dance sound will be heard as ·
MiddleMarch, hosted by
Xavier's Student Activities
Council, performs at the
Down Under tonight.
Amongst the most popular
dance bands in the citj,
MiddleMarch has been
:picking up morru~ntum in
their journey to the top ever
since they first hit the Cincinnati music scene in March of
1989.
'.
The ~and currently has six
members; Chris Rogers
provides vocals and rythm
guitar; Wes Pence plays lead • that comes f~om a fuller and
mqre intense sound, espeguitar and backing vocals,
. dally at live performances.
Ryan Puckett plays the.
MiddleMarch claims a·
accoustii:: 12 - string guitar
pl.ethora
of influences,
and vocals during live ·
running the gamut from The
performances; Ziis.on violin,
Pete Wilkins provides Bass,. · Feelies to The Church to
Johnny Cash; "It'sJangle
and Eric Moreton plays ·
Rock/' says Pence, "most
drums; Though larger than
most popular musicbands on people likethe fact that we
try to be ourselves." On stage
the scene, the extra pieces
the band supports this
provide an added diversity

statement whole-heartedly,
leaning on each member's
personal tastes and experiences to produce their sound;
Moreton is occasionally
known for his hip~hop beats,
while other members mention classical Jazz and
Bluegrass in their prefer.;
ences. These influences allow
MiddleMarch to be exceedingly articulate, and the

range of instruments the
group uses produces a
powerfull live presence.
New management and a
10-track self-titled album has
allowed MiddleMarch to
play more often and with
bigger crowds; ~'We're
working primarily to play
out ci the city more often,"
says Rogers.
Recently Cincinnati

Magazine rated MiddleMarch as the best dance
music in the dty, which has .
raised hopes for the band and
undoubtably will draw even
more people to their appearances, while a previous
headliner atBogarts proved a ·
considerable success. "Our
main priorities," says Wes
Pence," are writing good ·
songs and having fun."

Jazzing up a· classic ce·ramics show gets fired· up
11

By Becky Froelich

The Xavier Newswire
Have you ever heard the strains of a classical piano
echoing through University Center? Or perhaps it was the
sound.of a jazz guitar causing you to take notice? In either
case, you may have been listening to one of Xavier's best
offerings to the entertainment world, the Piano and Guitar
Series.
Run by Fr. John P. Heim, S.J., the founder and director
of the program, the series offers Xavier and the surrounding community a chance to hear some of the best in the
businesswhen it comes to jazz and classical piano and ·
guitar. Also included in the series are the works of up and
coming artists who get the chance to perform for audiences
which they may not necessarily have the chance to play for
otherwise. Each peformer brings to the stage a unique
quality which is shared with the audience through their
music.
·
The Series is divided into four sections: the classical
piano series and the classical guitar series; ·. For those of
you looking for perhaps a more modern sound there are
the jazz piano and guitar performances. The next scheduled performaricewill showcase the talent of cl.assical
· guitarist Chrisfopher Berg. Whichever series you choose
to attend; you're sure to find the music .. 'easing to the ear
and the productions pleasant to watch.
..
.•
Classical concerts are held on Sunday afternoons at 2:30
p.m'. and· the 'jazz concerts are held on Sunday evenings at
7:30 p.m. All concerts ta,ke place in the University .Center
Theatre. ·To order tickets or to receive more information .
call 745~3161or1-800-344-4698, ext. 3161.

An exciting contrast is
shown in the work of two
artists in ceramics in a show
opening October Sand
running until November 2 at
Xavier University's Art

Gallery in the Cohen Center.
Herb Weaver exhibits
ceramic sculpture that plays
with the tension between
organic and geometric
shapes. He takes an every-

Maybe your professor tested you on the
only five pages you didn't read out of the 250
page book. Maybe your roommate borrowed
and ruined your favorite sweater.
The Xavier Newswire wants to hear your
sad story. You won't get sympathy or a
comforting shoulder, you'll get even!
If you want revenge, drop off your story of
circumstance at The Newswire office. If we
think yours is the most deserving you'll win a
free "hit" from Revenge, Inc. Two runners-up
will receive the Parker Bros. game Dare.
All stories are due by Oct. 11 ··and will be
printed in the Oct. 1lissue of the paper..

11

day, recognizable object and
twists it into a fanciful,
imaginative one. Sometimes
there is a delightful humor as
in "Listening to Rock," where.
a rock is wearing headphones.
Sally Murray restricts her
shapes to tripod vessels and
baskets, which dramatizes
the excitement of her glazes.
Sally works in raku, a lowfire process of Japanese
origin, where the variation in
glazes is obtained by the
manipulation of the firing
process. Each piece is fired
separately in a small kiln, as
the potter watches through a
peep-hole. As soon as the
glaze is melted, the vessel is
removed. In this way, the
same glaze yields different
results, so each piece is
unique.

There will be an opening
reception on Friday, October 5,
from 7:00p;m. until 9:00p.m.
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'What a way to Gogh'
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The making of a murder
By Kent Thompson

The Xavier NewsWire
Murder will be served at.
the Cincinnati ArtMuseum
on Oct. 20, 1990. Sp0nsored
by the Friends of the Mu~
seum, a young,professional
organization, this event will
include music, dancing, hors
d'oeuvres, and general
conviviality. Sometime
during the party, a murder
will take place. The guests

·are invited. to play detective.
and solve the crime. The one
who reveals the murderer
will receive an award.
Participants are encouraged.by "Art Quest Museum
Security" to attend ~his
· function undercover (black
tie optional), as this will
make it easier to blend in
with the crowd of young
professionals who will be in
attendance.
Jane Than Win, fundraising events coordinator for the

museum stated that.once the
·murder has been solved, the
band Croddfire will perform,
music from the '50s and '60s;
along with several contemp0rary selections.
· ·
The murder was written
by Mary and Carl White of .
Toledo, Ohio and will.be
acted out by .members of the
·Friends of the Museum. The
cost of the event is $25.00 for
members and $30.00 for nonmembers. The deadlinefor.
reservation is Oct. 5.
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The

. · ·: · Germany
1 Rearor'shlp·. ·. :43Awareof ..
4 Coroner: · ··
45 Pekcie
· abbr.
47 Repeal .·
6 Vapid
50 Sun god.
.. .
11 Destined
52 Two-toed sloth
13 Rude huts
. 53 Haul . · . ·.
15 Accomplish
56 Having shoes
58 Shore birds .
· 16 Useful
60 Roman gods·.
18 Employs
19 Music: as
61 Dwell: ·. · ·· .
written
63 Ale llmlted
21 Kind of collar ·
·· food
··
22 Symbol for . ·
65 Apportions .
lhalllum
66 Symbol for
23 Shaggy .
· ·. ·· scandium
26 Cycle .. · ·.
. .67: Anger
29 P.ierce
i>Ori
31Rlp ·
33 Symbol for
fsuins'Jp • •
sliver . . ·
2 Pedal extremity : 6 lmbUed with
9 Hard twisted
34 River.In Italy
35 Doctrine . · · ·
•. .: · odor. • · :·
:
.• ,device·.:., .... : . ·· · 7.Symbcilfo;,,
12Greekleller.
• 38 Arid.,·.·....
39 Greek leller .· · ·
s. P.repanis for,
... tantalum·.·;.·
· . 14 steamship:.·
40 Either
· print.''.'/ . : •. f :
8 B.orderl11g on ·· . '. · • . : abbr. ....
" ".. 17 Bumpkin ··
·20 Exclamation
: 24 Wading bird :
· 25 Ollc Item ...... .
21 Transported ,
"'!11'"+--t--+-t ·· iwlth delight ·
·28,Exchange
::.·.• .pr..mlum ·.
·; 29 Blemish
-.•30.Rlpped
•' 32 Hindu peasant
l-n-+--4 _36 Capuchin ··
··monkey
37 Ages
. . , 42 Rocklish .
• · 44 Seine · ·
·46Gotup
.·.49 Forays
1.'49 Pertaining to· .

.

Weekly·

Crossword

Puzzle

MetroEconomics, that is...
MetroEconomics is a great way
to save money--just take The Metro ·
to campus. According to estimates,
:it costs around;$2,soo a year to drive to . . .
school. But a.silver ·A· MetroCard, good for·
unlimited bus rides in one zone, ··
. only costs $26 a month or $312 a year!
And ifyou ride beyond one zone, you ..
can still save money with a
gold ·e• 'M8tr~Card.
··
So take The Metro to campus and
get an Ain Economics!
··
For'more information,
please ea11 s21-4455.

~ ~~!:u~rig

·c' ' ;Ii g'~~~~ll1.suit1x

: · a court·.•. :.

·. ·

i. 51 Mine entrance ·

.
.
.· •._.._

......_......

For Bu1 lniormatlon
CallU11t ·
,
MetroCtnter
..
621'4455 ..· ..
122.West
FHth Street
.

: 54 River in · ·
..._...__.· · Germany .
·sseroad.·' .
:.56 Senior: abbr•.
57. Dress border.
59 Compass point
......,...,_..._~.. 62 Prefhc: down ~··
Agave J>la~t .·

..__....___:._,; : 64
'

.

~

.
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By Garry Weiss

The Xavier NewsWire
Some suppose that gradu- ·
. ate theology at Xayier is jtist
forJesuit pries.ts, but in_
~ctuaHty there are students
from many religious backgrounds.
. _..
.
In addition to students
with a traditional .Catholic
·background, others come
Kenn.eth R. Ooerberg, S.J. ·
from the Episcopal~ Lutheran,
.
-Presbyterian, Christian and
said, ,;Most of the graduate
·other churches.
students are part-time, with
· ;'Our approach is pretty·
30 being consistently ininclusive," said Ken Overvolved. We have a nice mix
berg, dii-ector of the ·graduate
theology program and chair . of male and female students.';
of the theology department.
.
' StUdents in this program
"It's an ecumenical environare involved in the ministry
ment" ·. ··
.: • ·
or have an interest in theol~
. While the undergraduate
pmgram only has 12 students · ogy; "Some are teaching in
majoring in theology, the . . high schools; working at
graduateprogram has 50 · · . hospitals; or ~n the ministry
. as chaplains or priests;"
shidents, according to
. Bob Sauerbrey~a teacher at
Qverberg. ••· .. ·· · · ._ ..
·
LaSalle
High School; is .
·.. ·~.. : ~~The graduate pf'ogram ·:
workirig_.on his masters
.·has remained constant," he

'

'

.

degree for two reasons.· ''The
first reas0n is for myself," he
said. He has taught literature
and classicallariguage for 20
years and is interested in
theology.~

The second reason is that
he wants to teach theology in
the future. "It is an excellent
program," h_e said, "it's
rather academic." Other
programs he looked at fn the
area were geared in the
pragmatic - area'. "lam
more interested in theology."
Sauerbrey said his experience at Xavier has. been very
good. "They bend over .
backwards to accommodate
those who want to be in it."
Overberg explained that
although the coursework·
varies with the professor,
"we• f~us on .the academic
study of theology. . ' .
~ "Our department is very
proouctive," Overberg · ·
continued. "We have
authored quite a few books
anc! articles." Overberg, who
has·authored three books ·

himself, has a new book on
the way.
Many of_thc_.theology staff
By Christina Wright
are also involved in activities
The
Xavier Newswire
with the Bellarmine Chapel.
"One of the important thfrtgs
·Recent growth in the
here is the wide variety of
Xavier Nursing Departinterest one can plug into
ment has led to the formawith theological topics and
tion of a new club designed
concerns," Overberg said.
for nursing students and
. Asked what he liked best
anyone else interested in
about Xavier, Overberg said,
club issues.
"The people: my colleagues
Club president Cathie
and the students."
Schack believes the newly
Ann Boltz, who graduated
chartered Xavier University
in August from the masters
Nursing Organization will
program said, "I loved it. I
benefit the current nursing
was genuinely impressed
students and alumrii nurses
with the quality and good- _ as a university-based supness of the professors."
port group that can proBoltz, an associate director
mote collegiality among
of religious education at
professional nurses.
Sacred Heart, teaches.an
She. intends to explain
introductory religion class .
her ideas for the new club
one night a week at X<;tvier.
at a brown bag lunch open
"They have a gOod cross
meeting set for Friday; Oct .
section of teaching. I would
19, 1:30p.m. at the Cohen
highly.reconim,end the ·
Center nursing lab. Direcprogram to anyone intertion ()f the new club, its
ested."
·
meeting schedule and dues.
will be discusS(?(f.
. •
·•·.· }fie club was designed .
.as aclass project by Bachelors. ofScience nursing
sttidents iri Sue SC::hmidt's
class.
Vice president Jackie
themselves available whenLepperfsaid,"it's now our
ever the child needs to talk.
· Shaw is also very involved jo})'tomake sure the club
ori paper becomes a real·in the community. Along .
ity:''
with being an Advocate for
Both Schack and Leppert
Pro-Kids, an organization
said
a social gathering at
that aids abused and ne.which allthe nursing stuglected children, she is an ..
dents can become acactive member of the Cincinquainted
is the first order of
nati Paralegal Association
business
for
the new club.
and Allen Temple AME
, They said a party for the
· Church;
..
new associate degree
Although Shaw and
nurses and the bachelor
Jackson have not' had any
.degree nurses is planned
- classes together, they have
for Oct. 22, 5-7 p.m. at the
had a few of the same
Cohen
Center.
professors. "We kind of·
· Health awareness, a
compare notes on certain
speaker's bureau and
instructors, but since we are
generaUntegration
of
not majoring in the same
l\µ~ing students into
subject we generally don't
·. ·. 'campus life are also· aims of
have any of the same ·
.the new.club. Theclub,
classes", says Shaw.
· Says Jackson, "Because my }\i~ch is open to anyone .
interested in health aware-=
mother was a non-traditional . :nes5
or healthprofessions,
student and was in the workis
also
intended to let the
force while she was completknow
campus-at-large
ing her studies, it gave me
what
is
going
on
in the fast-:
the opportuili ty to see she
growing
nursing
depart~
valued her degree differently
ment, said Marge .Burns,
than others. She saw her
nursing instructor and
degree not just as a means to
nursing club advisor.
obtain a "good job,"but a real
Doug Schneider will
·opportunity to learn just to
serve
as the new club
develop herself as a person,
and Marilyn
secretary,
and to enjoy the college
be the club
Slicker
will
experience."··
treasurer.

. 'filrffl:ll?'S~,~j~~S .··edG~~fl~flm•i ••·ties
:, ByHeidi Lynn Hemphill

TheXilvierNeuiswire ·.
Elayne Jackson and Joyce ...
Shaw are two Xavier students· . ·.
who share a very special relationship. They are mother
·. and daughter.
· ··
Ja.ckson~thedaughter; ·
grad:ua.ted from Walnut Hills
. ,.
High School in 1986 and . · Seni~fElayn~ /ackson:(nght) iliith her mother Joyce Shaw.
. tl~eirl attend~ HOwar~
· .:.:.·. :.'.::.. · . .;· ____;_·...:·--·_.__·. ; ,_·.;_·-··---:."""
...,:--:.-·-·--··-·-·-·-.,.-··-----:l]niversity in Washington,
. ~uch an irlfluence inJac~se>n's . they may have."
.
o;c. .· . .
.
·. deasion to attend Xavier she . . In addition, Jackson works
;.. She felt that Howard was
respondci(i,."the profess0rs· · ·. with Xavier's Burton Project,
·. jusue>O big and although'she .and instructors are generalli a program developed two
.enjoyed living i~.Washing~ ·· · ver}t attentive; flexible and .· years ago. Several. children
tori, D. C.; Jackson trans- . .. undef5tanding t().~e iridivid:.: from the Cincinnati Public
ferioo to Xavier .University in .tialneeds of thefr students." · School system were chosen
.
. ·:? aoth women are actively .
to partidpcite in the program.
the Fall of 1988. .
. When asked why she
;.illyolved.in the coriunimity~
: . According to Jackson, ·
"Xavier University started
.· . cho5e )Cavier versus another •·· Jac~ifl()v~ chil~ren and
.local institu.tion, Jackson ... ·
.. currently tutors childre(\ in.
this programhl order to set
pr,edc)lru~ntly black neig~- .
aside monies for these
.replied; "My moth~r influ- ·
;enced inebeeauseofher
. · oorhoodssJ'eci.fically, - > ·• .. children; Hthey have the
. p0sitive experience here, the . C~est}\illsJuniorHigh School grades and the test scores at
friendly atmosphere, and the and Millvale Elementary
·the end oftheir senior year in'
fact that it was a small . ·
SC::hooL· · ·•
· ·.
· .· .
high school, they can attend
. university''. , . ..· .·. . .
·. "So mallyblack children
Xavier.at no cost."
'Jacksonis majmirig in
do' not have the·influence of
The children, currently in
~positive btackrolemooe.ls"~ ·
the eighth grade, are matched.·
Communication Arts~ her
·concentration is Electronic
·says Jackson. ''.They need_
up to a ' 1coach" who acts as a
Media.'Jri 1988 Jackson was
people to encourage them, ·... mentor to the child. These
awarded a WCPQ-TV / · ·
believein them, and help
·mentors help them with their
CHANNEL 9 internship and. . them overcome low self
studies, take them out
·when asked why Shaw was · esteem and other problems
occasionally, and just make

Nursing club
gets healthy
start
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Alumni Association ·preserves the past

v,. ·-

Here
':.·rare the·
.

.

offices. The Coordinated .
Alumni Recruitment Effort
By Elayne Jackson
(C.A.R.E.) works in cooperaThe Xavier Newswire
tion with the admissions :
office in recruiting prospec:.
As the final months of
tive students. Alumni in.
college continue, graduating
Cincinnati and in Xavier's
seniors will will be making
other chapters refer naines of
the transition from matricuprospective studen_ts to the
lating student to a Xavier
admissions office, represent ··
alumnus.
Xavier at the area "College
Years spent learning, livNight" program, and host
ing; laughing and crying at
receptionsfor local applithis institution now will be
cants and· their parents.
punctuated with the word
Every year hundrecis of
good-bye - or will they?
volunteers help Xavier raise
Graduates can stay in
money through the annual
touch by being active
fund campaign.· In the 1988participants in the Xavier
89 fiscal year, over 41 percent
Directory cover of Xavier University/ Edgecliff Alumni
Alumni Association.
of Xavier's undergraduate
Association displays treasures of the past ·
Most people see alumni
alumni were donors to the
associations as "gimmeannual fund.
·:
money" associations but
Alumni
relations
the
luxury
The
money
is
used
for
Edgecliff College.
that's not an accurate picture.
scholarships, faculty quality
of concentrnting on fulfilling
Currently there are 14
At many universities the
the mission.
and retention, student.
active Xavier alumni chapAlumni Office's main responAlumni Relations, which is services and educational
ters. The Xavier University I
sibility is to raise money
resources.
.
Edgecliff Alumni Association located ip Schott Hall, has a,
. through donations but that is
variety of activities and
Timothy Rangerinann,
has a three-fold mission:
not their only concern .....:_and
events for alumni.
director of alumni relations, ..
1. To.assist in attracting
that is especially true in
· The largest alurrini e~ent . says' he is makfog every effort
students.to Xavier and help
·
Xavier's case. .
to get studcnts,involved in
them w~le they are here...
of the year i~ Xavier':5 Harrie;
Xavier University's
coming: Class reunions are· ... the alumni association before
2. To promote ~ctivities
Alumni Association was
held that weekend, high'· they graduate. '
·•
1=-1~=- .,...,_..,...
that further the welfare of·
established in December, ....
lighted.by the alumni di11ner
Xavier.
.
.
"Being an active ahi,IJlnus
iBBB; under the direction of
dance on Saturday evening.
3. To encourage mutual
allows you to give S:Olllething
former University President
On the first Sunday in ·
aid, friendship and spiritual
back and feel good abcm t
Rev"Henry Shapman, S.J.
December, Universal Comwelfare among Xavier
Xavier, whether by donating,
Shapman, with the help of
· · munion Sunday celebrates
·recruiting, or volunteering
alumni, students, parents,
24 prominent alumni, drew
Xavier'.s spiritual heritage
your time. There is also the
...
faculty and friends.
up a constitution and byand the feast of St. Francis
longterm benefit of bei~\g ·
There are four developlaws. The Alumni AssociaXavier.
able to continue the relationment offices which are
tion was expanded in 1982
Alumni relations also
largely responsible for fund
ship that you've started while i-=+=---.
when Xavier acquired
at Xavier.
·
· raising and that allows
works with other university

.

···cross

word

·p.u~zle.

ans-wers

.-i--, ,.::

.--G-E~T-.--T-H~'E--~F_A_C_T-.S

· • o()riif'J:\avethe ·
ti~e o~· resources?
We spedalize-in ·_
· factual , ·
information.*
First-Time- Price
Break·.

Part-Time Jobs
Ideal for Students

>- ca11z91.:.61s9

We are looking for neat, energetic individuals to
work as:
· Servers & Bartenders (must be 21)

Bussers.
Hosts /Hostesses
Line Cooks--Prep
We have o_ur own training prograpl. No
experience necessary._ Stop by and· visit our tables
in front of the Grill and the Main Dining Hall,
Thursday, Oct. 4 from 11-2 or stop by the
restaurant at 417 W. Pete Rose Way
Monday through Friday 12- 4
Phone 241-3608.

WIN
A

. GIFT.·
CERTIFICATE*

• Student Discounts Available
• Lowest Airfares Available
·No Charge to.You
* Free Ticket Delivery
• 3-Nlght Get-Aw~ys From $199 Including Airfare
• • Answer our trivia question correctly or make a
reservation through Talgood Travel and get registered
to win a $300 gift certificate. Drawing will be l1eld
3-1-91. The question is .. Name the 491'h state.

CALL US. VyE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!

TALGOOD TRAVEL
652 MAIN STREET

651-9997

•rh.i!l!.•n infonn.itlo~ galhuhig ~erv'ice onl)'

.. ·.·
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Financial Aid offers choices

Lgqo prQgrams
.

'

..

is based on the financial need
of the student,'which is · ·
dete~in·ed by the co~lege
scholarship service upon ··· ·
filling out the financial aid
form.
The interest rate is 8 ·
percent and after a student
graduates, leaves school or
drop below half-time status,
the student has a grace
period of six months to begin
repayment.
First and second year
undergraduates may borrow
$2,625 a year, and, upon completion of two years, the
student may borrow $4,000.
Graduate Students may
borrow $7,500 a year.
The Perkins Loan is a lowinterest loan to help pay for
the students education after
high school. The school that
the student attends is the .
lender -- meaning that the
school financed the loan.
First ar{d SeCO~d-year
undc:;rgraduates may barrow:
up to $4;500; third_ and fourth.
year undergraduates upfo . ·
$9,000,and·gradt.iatesupto:
$18,000.
To receive the money yo1,1

.

By Toni' Andrews

The Xaqier News~re
College cost are high, and
increasing every year: :It
seems unavoidable that most
students will. have to apply
for some type of financial aid
during their college career.
According to Assistant
Financial Aid Director Mary
Comerota, approximately 85
percent of the student body
depend on some type of
financial aid. Among other
programs available to
students, loan programs help
battle the cost of tuition.
The Stafford Student
Loans, Perkins Loan, Parent
Loans for undergraduate
. students (PLUS) and Supplemental Loans for students
(SLS) are low.·interest loans
financed by otjtSiqe ienders
(Banks Credit Uri.ions Savings and Loans~tc ... ), with
the exceptio}l.of the Perkins
..
· Lo~nwhiChi~financ~d
through the school..'
- The Stafford Student Loan
:. • .-.bl.-._;

~-

.... ,

•_l

·~ _,

•

'

~ ~-:-•

:

•

a wise investment

l

!

'

t

-: ; "·..

'

· : ._:...

PART TIME
-THE DRACKETT COMPANY

• , I

.'

•

·-....,.

The Drackett Co~pany,. marketer of such leading
brands of WINDEX, DRANO & VA NISH, has several
part time positions available at our Spring Grove location. Ideal for college students! Work hours for both
can be arranged to accomoclate school schedules.·

m~~t sign a prq~issory no~e, .
agreeing to repay .the: loan.·
Pl li~.L9ans are for;pare~ts
who.wa11(to bQTI:ow r,rton~y ·.
to help play for their children
.
college cost.:
SLS loans are.yetanother · · ·
loan <)ption for s.ttidents. The
interest rate·varies on bOath
loans.
Unlike the Perkins Loan
and the Stafford Loan to
apply for these loans, the
borrower does not have to
show a financial need. PLUS
and SLS borrowers usually
begin repayment 60 days
after the last loan disbursement period.
To apply for a loan or
receive more information
about the loan programs, the
student can contact the
Financial Aid Office on
campus.
Comerota can assist
students w.ith any questions .
· · '· ·
they may·have: ·
Remember; it is estimated
that a coll~ge deg~e'e
~e
worth·about $1 million, sc>'to
invest in' a students·coi.lege
tuition would be a wise
.choice;
-.~v~! .\
.l :.
1 •

will

i.

Blackwell presents
,views to BSA
By Dwight Mims

The Xavier Newswire
Associate Vice President
for Community Relations
Kenneth Blackwell spoke to
the members of the Black
Student Association last
Thursday at4:15 p.m., in
Finn Lodge.
Blackwell explained he
was misquoted in a recent
Cincinnati Enquirer article,
about his stand on the civil
rights bill, on which he will
vote if elected to the U.S.
Congress. Blackwell said
he is in favor of the Civil
rights Bill, but that he is
against quotas.
Blackwell was instrumental in the Burton
Project, now called the
College Oppurtitity Program, whkh ~ts aside
$250,000 to fund a Xavier
education for Burton Elementary students, should
they receive acceptable
;.',.\•,

_ . ; , __c"

.

scores on SAT tests and
receive their high school
diplomas. He also discussed his recent envolvement in the Valley Homes
Project in Lincoln Heights,
where he urged creditors
to waive residents' payments on apartment mortgages.
Blackwell, a Xavier
graduate, talked about his
education and how it
helped him achieve and
advance to his current
position. In addition,
Blackwell explained why
he switched from the
Democratic Party to Republican Party, citing
historical examples of
Republican involvement in
the minorities' cause.
Blackwell concluded his
presentation with a
question and answer
session, speaking on
concerns of politics, race
and class issues, as well as
social awareness and respon,sibility.

'

j

CLASSIFIEDS

Babysitter needed 3
Love Animals? Need a
days a week, 1-5 p.m. in
little extra cash? We
my Hyde Park home.
travel and our two cats
871-4970.
Mail Clerk - Work approximately S hours each day,
need love and attention
;Mo.nday - friday, assis~ng. with mail preperatio_n .a.~cl;: . ~< ,~; .:.W;J}¢!,l we're gone.
~delivery througho1.:it·office :complex. Some heavy l1(t111g-.;, ·.::
· Looking for a
T.A.S.P.
'.required,, .
.·.':,responsible house/pet
INTERNATIONAL
• sit~er to stay in our Mt.
since 1981, we've been
"Stiipping Clerk - Work approximately S hours each
Washington home 2-3
en trepeneurial
day, Monday - Friday, assisting with shipping and
times a month, 2-4 days
developers, training
receiving and delivery throughout office complex.
· at a time. Must be
college students to
Some heavy lifting required.
reliable, non-smoker, .·
manage their OWN
with own
summer
business in
We offer a competitive salary, convenient location &
transportation. $10-15 I
free·parking. For irrimediate consideration for these
day. Call 232-8373 after their hometown. 90% of
our managers earn over
opportunities, please send resume or short letter of
5:00 p.m.
$7,000, along with
introducction to:
priceless
experience and
Supervisor, Human Resources
THEDRACKETTCOMPANY
Babysitter needed for 2- resume building. Call 1800-543-3792 for details.
5020 Spring Grove A venue
year-old, in Kenwood
Choice territories in IN
Cincinnati, Ohio 45232
home, Tues./Thurs.
and OH go quickly to
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
Need experience, non-.
qualified students, so
call now!

Off-Campus

Housing
Walk to campus

Free
Heat
&

Cable Hook-up
$245 and up

Oxford Apts.
1005 Dana Ave.

Call A.B. at
861-5928
474-0449
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All announcements for the
weekly Calendar must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in the University Center, ground floor, by Friday,
prior to publication, at 12
p.m. (noon). Please direct
mail to Gary Wahoff, Calendar editor. Be sure to include
name and phone number.

October
Wednesday Jumpstart
featuring the progressive sound of MiddleMarch is tonight in the
Down under from 9:30 p.m.12:30 a.m. Admission is free
to all.
Today is the last day to
register for the University
Ministry retreat "Making
Connections" and the trip to
Appalachia. For more
details: call 745-3567.

3

The Federal Budget: A Faith
Perspective and Star Wars
Update are being presented
today at 11 :30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. in the University
Center Terrace Room. The
speaker will be Dr. Robert
Bowman, a retired Lt. Col.
of the United States Air
Force.
The women and men's
soccer teams host Dayton
in a double header at 6:00
p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
A support group for
Adult Children of
Alcoholics and other
dysfunctional families is
sponsored by the Health and
Counseling Center from
4:00p.m.-5:00p.m. For more
information, please contact
Lissa Knue at 745-3022.

4

Women's tennis: XU hosts
Transylvania University.
SAC Film Series is at 2:30
and 7:30p.m. in the Theatre.

·.5

Jesuit Volunteer
UniversityMinistry
.
. Corps representative
.
is sponsoring the
Patrick Daviswill
retreat "Making
meet with i~terested students
Connections" today through
at 8:30 p.m. in the Dorothy
Sunday. Phone'745-3567.
Day House. For more
information,
call Dan Sinnott
XU's Art Gallery. hosts the
at 745-3567.
·
work of two ceramic artists
in a show running from
today unit! November 2.
SGA Meeting is at
An opening reception is
2:30 p.m. in CBA 4.
today from 7:00 p.m.-9:00
p.m. For more details, call
Columbus Day is ob745-3811.
served.
SAC Film Series, 2:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
·Xavier's Leisure
Leaming Series
continues
with a
Amnesty Internacourse
titled
"Handwriting
tional has its weekly
Analysis" from 7:00 p.m.meeting today at 2:00
8:00p.m.
in the Terrace Room.
p.m. Phone 745-3046.
Women;s Volleyball: XU
A review of algebra and
hosts Marshall University.
geometry for the GMAT
workshop is today at 8:30
Xavier's Pre-Law Society
a.m. Contact the MBA Office presents the 1990 Univerat 745-3525 for more details.
sity of Cincinnati Law
Caravan from 1la.m.-2
Women's Volleyball: XU
p.m. in room 401A of the
hosts the DaytonFlyers.
Tangeman University
Center at UC. Call 7454900 if y?u have questions.

7

8

6

9

Relax tothe
smooth sound of
.-Ken Cowden at tonight's Jumpstart;in the
Downunder from 9:30 p.m.12:30 a.m.

10
· . i

A Corporal~ Cash Management Seminar is held from
8:30 a.in.-4:00 p.m. at the
Center for Management
and Professional Development in the C~A building.
For more information, call
745:-3394:
Programs in
Peace and Justice

Soup Kitchens - Mondays and Fridays, 4-6:30
p.m. and Fourth Saturday
of month, 10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Restoc - Rehab houses
on Saturdays, 9 a.m.-noon.
Peaslee Homework
Room
- Tu tor K-6 grade ·
'students Monday-Thursday~ 2:-4:30 p.m.,OverThe-Rhine Cominuni ty
·center.
St. Vincent DePaul
Society.: Help with faithcentered volunteering.
Call 74S-3046 for more informiJtiun

We vvill match all competitor's coupons*
· · · · -· · · · · · · · ·*offef·go68 ·fhr11Ja'i1.·1, 1991· · ··· ··
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